ConTech Roadshows Fueled by JBKnowledge Announce Stops on 2019 Tour

The ConTech Roadshow has released its highly anticipated list of cities for 2019. JBKnowledge’s signature one-day touring conference and tradeshow enrich the construction community with live presentations from industry influencers, networking, and technology demonstrations from top brands in construction.

BRYAN, Texas (PRWEB) January 24, 2019 -- The ConTech Roadshow is ready to hit the road again in 2019 pressing onward toward the goal of a more tech-savvy construction industry! The ConTech Roadshow brings each city its signature brand of energetic presentations, leading-edge product demonstrations, and local-networking opportunities. It is open to the public, all contractors, subcontractors, construction technologists and other industry professionals are invited to register for the one-day event.

The circuit kicks off in February in Seattle then makes a spring time stop in the south in Atlanta; moves up the Midwest with Chicago in June and Kansas City in August; Dallas in October, then finally Denver in December. The ConTech Roadshow’s presenters are The ConTechCrew and a revolving cast of industry experts on the topics of BIM, software and apps, and R&D. The ConTechCrew, hosted by James Benham, CEO of JBKnowledge, and Jeff Sample, The IronMan of IT, is a weekly construction technology podcast featuring the top innovations and game-changers in the world of AEC.

"2018 was a year of acquisitions, the industry is rapidly changing," Sample shared. “Your registration fee to attend the ConTech Roadshow gives you the same tools as the tens-of-thousands of dollars you would spend on a consulting firm to help your company stay on top of the changing technology. If you’ve attended a Roadshow in the past, we have brand new tools for you to revolutionize your technology approach.”

Aside from completely fresh presentation content, the ConTech Roadshows will also feature 20-25 technology vendors providing demonstrations and showcasing their latest wares. Past vendors have included DroneDeploy, Autodesk, DEWALT, PlanGrid, and more. Attendees are also treated to refreshments, happy hour, and giveaways with big-ticket items like deluxe products from Yeti to WiFi enabled tools!

For those on the fence about the value of attending, a 2018 ConTech Roadshow attendee sums up his experience with: “Of all the technology shows we have attended over the past decade, ConTech is most current and credible by far. They filter through all the clutter and determine what is Hollywood tech vs. true constructible tech.”

Registration for the Seattle ConTech Roadshow, February 19, is now open. Register or subscribe for updates about ConTech Roadshows near you at: jbknowledge.com/roadshow!

About JBKnowledge

JBKnowledge offers technology solutions for the construction and insurance industries in addition to The ConTechCrew weekly podcast, professional speakers, and The ConTech Roadshow traveling construction technology education events.

Follow JBKnowledge on social media or learn more at jbknowledge.com!
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